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Varnished cedar cabinet in two sections, made for the GPO Sydney when it opened
in 1874
1999.0013.0076

Varnished cedar cabinet in two sections, made for
the GPO Sydney when it opened in 1874
Physical description
Varnished cedar cabinet in two sections. The top section has a door on the right side with a keyhole and a glass
pane which opens outwards allowing the centre panel with two glass panes to slide across , which in turn allows the
left door with a fourth glass pane to open outwards. It contains two shelves, one of which is not attached. The area
below the shelves is divided into three compartments and a label on the loose shelf reads "Cedar bookcase,
stamped "VR 1874". This bookcase probably formed part of the original furniture when the first section of the GPO
opened in September 1874". "J6" is engraved on the upper left side and "VR Sep 1874" around a royal crown,
below. The bottom section has a door on the right with keyhole and a silver skeleton key, it opens outwards allowing
the middle panel to slide to the right, which in turn allows the door on the left to open outwards. It contains one shelf.
"VR Sep 1874" is engraved around a royal crown on the left side of the cabinet, along with "J41".
Statement of significance
This collection consists of 87 items from the New South Wales historical section of Australia Post. The items range
from furnishings that were used for the opening of the Sydney GPO in 1874 to telephones, signs, posters, and postal
boxes. The material covers a period of over one hundred years of postal service in Australia.

Object information
What
Type

Cabinets

Collection

Australia Post Historical collection

Dimensions

W 1825mm x H 2213mm x D 1875mm

Material

Wood,
Glass,
Metal - non specific,
Paint - non specific

When
Date made

Period of use

1873-1874

1874-1999

Who
User
Postmaster General's Department

Where
Place of use
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia
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